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Giving children the chance to learn through choice!

A new approach to personalised learning and 
curriculum enrichment for KS 2 & 3 

“The children love it... The Curiosity 
Club is 100% pure genius!”

Deputy Head, Kent School

www.curiosity-club.com

CURIOSITY LEARNING
www.curiosity-club.com



What is the 
Curiosity Club?

The Curiosity Club gives pupils a unique 
opportunity to develop their own self-directed 
learning  journey through the history of 
the world during which they will explore, 
enhance and improve core life skills such as 
literacy, numeracy, memory, communication, 
experimentation, research and visualisation. 

Curiosity Club participants are given their own 
personal Curiosity Chronicle that contains  
a huge fold-out map with dozens of lines 
(representing subject areas) and stations 
(representing decades). Each decade contains 
a number of topics with a wide variety of 
challenges. The challenges, once completed, 
are returned for assessment in formats as 
diverse as art, performance, writing, drawing, 
modelmaking and video. 

The pupil’s task is to undertake their own 
journey from ancient times to the present day, 
stopping off at topics that they choose along 
the way, thereby creating a unique, personal 
journey through the history of the world. 
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“This is Fantastic!   

Absolutely brilliant”   
Academy Head of KS3  

Curriculum, 
Midlands

 
“The children 
have had an  

amazing experience”  
Primary Deputy 
Head, London

 
“It was  

the most fun lessons 
I have ever had” 

 Archie Yr 6 pupil, 
Kent



How does it work? What are the benefits?
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  THE CURIOSITY CLUBPilot Your Own Plane

Flying high with nothing but wind and physics.

World War I was a war of firsts, few of them with positive connotations. It introduced a new 

brand of combat – war in the air. This may have enabled British civilians to be attacked 

for the very first time, but it also accelerated the development of aircraft and flight. The 

aeroplane began the war as a rich man’s novelty pastime and ended it as the future of 

transportation.
The Royal Flying Corps (RFC) was set up prior to the war in 1912 to serve both the Army 

and Navy. However, the Navy wanted control of its own aircraft so the naval wing became 

the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS), giving sole control of the RFC to the Army. When war 

broke out in 1914, the RFC was a tiny branch of the Army with 197 pilots and a few dozen 

planes.
Britain anticipated no threat from the air from planes which were seen primarily as 

reconnaissance tools; they were never expected to be capable of carrying weapons. But 

there was another threat from the air – German airships, or Zeppelins. The first airship 

raid was in January 1915 on the South East coast. This led to blackout orders across the 

South and Midlands and a fleet of lorries carrying machine guns and searchlights set up 

to try to defend against future attacks. The raids continued and, in May 1915, London was 

hit. In response, interceptor squadrons of aircraft were established on the French and 

Belgian coasts whose purpose was to catch Zepps before they reached Britain. When the 

Germans created new Zepps that could carry more bombs in 1916, squadrons were then 

posted down the East of England and carried machine guns armed with incendiary bullets.

The first Zeppelin to be shot down over London was on 2 September 1916, by Lieutenant 

Billy Leefe Robinson, in a spectacular show of skilled flying and fearless determination. 

Crowds cheered as the craft eventually went up in a mass of flames. Billy was awarded the 

first Victoria Cross for an action over or on British soil.Britain now had an airforce ready to defend the land. It would still need to grow to cope 

with the onslaught of squadrons of newly engineered aircraft the Germans were about to 

deploy to attack Britain from 1917. The RNAS and RFC were finally merged to form the third, independent armed service, the 

Royal Air Force (RAF) in April 1918, a move made in recognition of the direction combat 

had taken through the course of the war.Ultimately, victory in the air went to those who could produce the most aircraft. The 

German aircraft were more technologically advanced, but the key statistic was that both 

sides lost more than 50% of the pilots and craft they sent up. The bravery and skill of the 

‘aces’ saved lives and boosted morale, but control of the skies came down to the sheer 

ability to keep sending aircraft up to fight.
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TEACHER NOTES     Station:    1910s 
   Reference:  11910HI03T 

   Time:    60 minutes    Difficulty:   5     

    Task Summary 

    Background Information 

   Extension Score: YES     
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  THE 

CURIOSITY CLUB
Man vs Wolf

Furry terror! Whose side are you on? The hungry wolf or the terrified local?

In 1450, a pack of 40 man-eating wolves breached the Paris city walls and ter-

rorised the inhabitants, killing several Parisians over a number of days, until the 

wolves were hunted down. 

The story of the wolves of Paris is available in several places on the internet, and this over-

view is found on the student Challenge Card: 

In 1450, Paris was a much smaller city than it is today, and the countryside around the 

city was still wild with thick forests full of wildlife including wolves. 

 
France had been ravaged by war for many years (the Hundred Years’ War) and, as a result, 

there were food shortages so that farms and the forest areas were struggling to provide 

enough food to feed people. 

Wild wolves still roamed France and the forest areas needed to be carefully managed to 

ensure there were plenty of deer and wild boar to feed them, so that they didn’t need to 

come into contact with humans. However, during the 166 years of war, landowners hadn’t 

been able to manage the forests properly and fewer deer and boar were around to feed the 

wolves. The wolves became starving and started to realise that the unarmed peasant farm-

ers in the forest made a good meal!

The winter of 1450 was particularly cold and bitter, and the wolves moved closer to the 

city in search of food. The Parisian government had let the city walls fall into disrepair so 

there were gaps where the wolves could get in at night. A pack of around 40 wolves man-

aged to get through into the city and started to terrorise the population. 

 
In the forest, the wolves had learned that women and children were good targets for prey 

because they were less able to fight off the wolf pack. During a few weeks of the winter, 

over 40 people were attacked and killed by the wolves.

Legend has it that the leader of the wolf pack was a large, reddish wolf named Courtaud, 

which means ‘Bobtail’. Courtaud and his pack terrorised Paris for several weeks until a 

group of angry citizens decided to put an end to the wolves’ reign of terror. They led the 

wolves to the area in front of Notre Dame cathedral and stoned them to death. 

This was the end of the wolves of Paris, although wolves remained wild in France for al-

most another 500 years, finally becoming extinct in 1923.
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    Station:     1450sw 

   Reference:   11450NA01T 

   Time:     60 mins 

   Difficulty:    4     

    Task Summary 

    Background Information 

   Extension Score: 1     
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  THE CURIOSITY CLUBThey Think it’s All Over!

Football - it’s all about the statistics. The pundits are always reeling off facts and figures 

about appearances, goals scored, bookings, transfer fees, and so on, but not often is the 

height and weight of a football team considered – much more in the case of rugby, but little 

mentioned in football. Looking at the 1966 World Cup final, Jackie Charlton was the tallest 

player, at 1.86m and Nobby Stiles the shortest at 1.67m. Gordon Banks weighed in 

heaviest at 82kg with George Eastham only 63kg. West Germany, England’s opponents in 

the final, had the same height parameters, but their heaviest player was 85kg and their 

lightest 65kg.

Each team who qualified for the 1966 World Cup had to name a list of 40 players two 

months before the World Cup finals started, and list their squad of 22 eight days before 

the opening match. England manager, Alf Ramsey, announced his 40 in April 1966 before 

whittling them down to 28 and then the final 22. The squad were from fourteen different 

football clubs and their ages ranged from 21 to 31 years old.

1966 was the first time England had hosted the competition, and the nations hopes rested 

with Alf Ramsay and his men. Everything went to plan for England in the opening stages 

and they progressed through to the quarter- finals without too much bother, though the 

critics were quick to shout about the goalless opening match against Uruguay – you can’t 

please all of the people all of the time! There were some World Cup upsets along the way 

with Brazil and Italy facing defeat early on in the tournament.

England’s quarter-final match saw them pitted against Argentina, a meeting even today 

still strewn with emotion. It was a highly-charged affair full of drama, but England secured 

a victory and a semi-final match versus Portugal, arguably the most exciting team. Bobby 

Charlton’s two goals guaranteed them a place in the World Cup final, facing a top-class 

West Germany. Almost 97,000 fans packed into Wembley Stadium to watch the final, and 

a further 32.3 million tuned in to watch the match on TV in Britain, making it the most 

watched TV show ever in the UK.The 1966 World Cup final is now legendary and was a thrilling match at the time, packed 

full of controversy. Extra time, an England hat-trick, a dubious goal decision, and a pitch 

invasion accompanied by the famous line, “Some people are on the pitch, they think it’s all 

over... It is now!” But most importantly for England, a 4-2 win, and the first and only time 

they have been able to lift the coveted Jules Rimet Trophy. Football fans country-wide still 

long for a repeat of 1966 glory – so what was different about that squad? And why haven’t 

England since been able to emulate that triumph?!

SP
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TEACHER NOTES     Station:   1960s    Reference: 11960SP01T 
   Time:    60 minutes 

   Difficulty:   6     

    Task Summary 

    Background Information 

   Extension Score: No     
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  THE 

CURIOSITY CLUB
Rocket Science

If George Stephenson’s Rocket had been able to travel more than 500 kilometres in 

one journey, how long would it have taken? 

From steam pioneer through entrepreneurial boom, the history of the British railway 

industry has ridden a technological and social wave for nearly 200 years. And for many, 

the story of the railways is the story of industrial Britain. The history of the British 

Railway network is about more than trains. It’s the story of the social fabric of the UK 

since the turn of the 19th century. 

The story began in the North-East of England with the industrial revolution’s steam 

engineers. 1825 saw the opening of the legendary Stockton and Darlington line on 

Teesside. The railway boom of the 1840s witnessed a huge national network started from 

scratch. For over 100 years, steam had its golden age in the UK. And with it, some of the 

world’s engineering triumphs. Much of the network’s core infrastructure is still with us, 

from the sweeping curves of Brunel’s Great Western line to the majesty of the Forth Rail 

Bridge. 

Britain’s great rail works, from Swindon to Springburn, took steam to the world. Steam’s 

end finally came in 1968, as electrification and diesel programmes were pushed ahead by 

successions of reforming governments. But the rapid extension of the motorway network 

and the increasing affordability of private cars brought their own problems for rail in 

the 1970s and 80s. The railways fought back with the introduction of the first high speed 

trains. The new century, with its expanding population and clogged roads, sees a rail 

renaissance with increased passenger numbers and a new generation of over 20 ambitious 

private operators. But it’s not all plain sailing. 

Richard Trevithick (1771 – 1833) was a British inventor and mining engineer from 

Cornwall. Born in the mining heartland of Cornwall, Trevithick was immersed in mining 

and engineering from an early age. The son of a mining captain, he performed poorly in 

school, but went on to be an early pioneer of steam-powered road and rail transport. His 

most significant contribution was the development of the first high-pressure steam engine, 

a steam locomotive with a boiler that operates at pressures well above what would be 

considered normal. In the later years of steam, boiler pressures were typically 200 to 250 

psi. High-pressure locomotives can be considered to start at 350 psi. 

High-pressure locomotives were much more complicated than conventional designs. 

Stephenson’s Rocket had a boiler that had 25 copper fire-tubes that carried the hot 

exhaust gas from the firebox, through the wet boiler to the blast pipe and chimney. This 

arrangement resulted in a greatly increased surface contact area of hot pipe with boiler 

water when compared to a single large flue. Additionally, radiant heating from the enlarged 

separate firebox helped deliver a further increase in steam and therefore boiler efficiency.
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TEACHER NOTES
    Station:    1830s 

   Reference:  11830SC03T 

   Time:    120 minutes 

   Difficulty:    5     

    Task Summary 

    Background Information 

   Extension Score: YES     
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  THE 

CURIOSITY CLUB

CHALLENGE CARD

Double Dolly

Dolly the sheep was a world first: the first mammal to be cloned from an adult 

cell.

Cloning involves the creation of identical 

copies. Does it occur in the natural world? 

What are the pros and cons of living 

creatures being produced as identical? 

Produce a presentation of your thoughts 

and ideas.

A presentation of your ideas on the 

advantages and disadvantages of 

creating identical animals. You could 

summarise your ideas on PowerPoint 

or another similar piece of software. 

Alternatively, you could produce 

a poster or booklet. You must also 

provide a short talk to an audience 

in which you can expand upon and 

explain your ideas.

Would the same ideas apply to cloning 

plants? Mention your ideas briefly in the 

presentation, perhaps include an extra slide 

or paragraph.
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   Station:   1990s 

   Reference: 11990NA01 

   Time:   60 minutes 

   Difficulty:  7     

    Background & Context 

    Your Challenge  

    Your Creation 
 

    Optional Extension 
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  THE CURIOSITY CLUB
CHALLENGE CARD

They Think it’s All Over!

Winning the FIFA World Cup in 1966 was England’s greatest footballing 
achievement to date. After extra time and a controversial goal line decision, 
England finally celebrated with a 4-2 win over Germany. England has been in just 
one World Cup final, winning on home soil at Wembley Stadium. Germany, in 
comparison, has been in eight World Cup finals, winning an incredible four times! 
Only Brazil can beat that with five World Cup titles to their name. So what was so special about the 1966 England World Cup team? 

The final between Germany and England was one of the most exciting finals ever! Was the winning all down to tactics and talent, or did one team have an advantage over the other in another way? 

Work out the average weight and height of each team. Was the winning team taller or heavier than their opponents? 
Present your findings to an audience, explaining how you worked out the averages and what you have found out about the average weight and height of the teams. You need to include all 22 players in the squad, not just the men who played in the final. Make sure your presentation is clear and well prepared. 

There is no optional extension for this challenge.
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T

   Station:   1960s 
   Reference: 11960SP01 
   Time:   60 minutes    Difficulty:  6         Background & Context 

    Your Challenge  

    Your Creation 

 

    Optional Extension 

The Curiosity Club is all about giving pupils the chance to enhance a 
range of  life-long leaning skills through what interests them most and 
NOT what they are told they need to know! 

Engages pupils by giving them personal choice and (within 
boundaries) control over their learning  
Ideal for the transition years
Champions individual personality
For pupils of all abilities & learning styles from G&T to Special 
Needs
Promotes problem solving and independent self-directed learning
Bridges formal / informal learning and  crosses the school to 
home boundary
Can be deployed so as to meet the requirements of the school as  
part of the regular timetable or as an afterschool club 
Encourages peer to peer learning
Full and detailed reporting automatically available; leaderboards  
and performance analysis provide a powerful motivator
Individual pupil profiles build over time and individual strengths, 
weaknesses, likes and dislikes become apparent
Off site assessment available  - this can save valuable teacher time
Meets many of the OFSTED high level and essential descriptors as  
well as Inspector considerations

The Curiosity Club is designed as a highly engaging and personal curriculum enrichment 
programme for pupils in Years 5, 6, 7 and 8. 
Each pupil receives a unique log-in to the Curiosity Club website, allowing them to choose 
their challenges, navigate and manage their own journey through the history of the world. 
They will also receive a hard copy Curiosity Chronicle which contains the 2 metre long 
fold-out map and provides a place for pupils to record each of the challenges they choose 
to undertake. Along their journey they will earn line badges as they succeed at challenges 
covering History, Nature, Sport, Rights, Culture and Science.
Every challenge completed is assessed either by teachers in school or alternatively offsite 
by a Curiosity Club expert. Assessment scores are based on a combination of the difficulty 
rating of each challenge and the merit of the work produced by pupils. Scores are logged 
and tracked in a database that records a pupil’s overall performance. 
Commonly, an hour of school time per week is timetabled and this can be either in 
a classroom or afterschool club environment. Pupils often continue working on the 
challenges in their own time at home.
Every challenge is accompanied by a comprehensive set of teacher notes allowing a school 
appointed Curiosity Club Manager to easily and confidently facilitate the programme. 
A Curiosity Club session also provides an effective peer-to-peer learning forum where 
pupils can share ideas and present challenges they have undertaken. The easy production 
of league tables showing a ranking leaderboard with scores, averages and other statistics 
helps teachers and pupils chart their progress throughout the Curiosity programme that 
typically runs for 10 weeks. 
Curiosity Club facilitators are able to launch the Club in school and provide all the 
necessary support and training for a nominated Curiosity Club Manager who may be a 
teacher, teaching assistant, librarian, governor or friend of the school. Alternatively, a 
school is able to choose a part or fully facilitated deployment with Curiosity Club experts 
visiting on a regular basis. 
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  THE CURIOSITY CLUB
CHALLENGE CARD

Big Bad John?

Was King John really as awful as he was made out to be?

Write a profile of ‘bad’ King John.

A written profile of King John. This can take any style you choose. You should include factual information about him (birth, death, marriage, etc.) as well as details about his significant achievements/failures. Examine a variety of sources to be able to discuss aspects of his character.

Were he around today, King John might claim he had simply been the victim of ‘bad press’. Can you think of any other historical figures whose reputation has risen and fallen as new evidence, or revised readings of the evidence, has altered and often divided opinion? Can you briefly chart their rollercoaster ride of popular opinion, including information as to whom or what has influenced it?
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   Station:   1210s    Reference: 11210RT03    Time:   60 minutes    Difficulty:  6     
    Background & Context 

    Your Challenge  

    Your Creation 

 

    Optional Extension 
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  THE 

CURIOSITY CLUB

CHALLENGE CARD

An Explosive Story!

Gunpowder, treason and plot – or fireworks, mistakes and shocks?

Tell the story of these unfortunate 

monks. Think about how they felt after 

the initial shock of the explosion – did 

they realise they had invented something 

that would lead to death and destruction, 

or did they fear that God had singled 

them out for punishment - or did they 

actually think the whole thing was 

awesome?!  Remember, nobody before on 

our planet had caused such an explosion!

Tell the story using animation. Either draw or 

cut out models or images of the monks or the 

event, place them in different positions, add 

speech bubbles or effects and take a picture of 

every position. Use a programme like 

PowerPoint to play the images back as an 

animated sequence.

There is no extension for 

this challenge.
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   Station:   860s 

   Reference: 10860SC01 

   Time:   60 minutes 

   Difficulty:  6     

    Background & Context 

    Your Challenge  

    Your Creation 
 

    Optional Extension 



How to find out more!
The Curiosity Club has been successfully piloted in a number of state and 
independent schools and has been proven to offer a unique, new and exciting 
approach to curriculum enrichment. 

For further information about how your school can get involved please contact 
Curiosity Learning on 01732 464621 or email info@curiosity-club.com. 

We would be delighted to hear from you and to discuss your thoughts and 
requirements. 

John Gordon-Reid
07781 922154
john@curiosity-club.com

Christopher Lloyd
07760 289589
chris@curiosity-club.com

Scaled drawings of the sun, moon 
and earth? Here it is! (Y6)

260bc. Emperor Ashoka issues his 
edicts. Tell it with teddies!  (Y7)

Suffragette protest - the 
rights and wrongs as a game 

of snakes & ladders (Y7)

Cube nets and a cube game 
themed on the Bayeux 

Tapestry (Y8)

Creative cutout
poetry (Y6)

Miss Havisham of Great 
Expectations captured forever in 

papier mâché (Y6)

Each pupil approaches the challenges in their own way and the result is a flow of 
creativity and original thinking.


